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Abstract

Main characteristics of LVR-15 research reactor and its irradiation facilities are presented. For
testing of cladding, internals and RPV materials specialised loop are used. There are now five high
pressure loops modelling PWR, VVER or BWR water environment and chemistry. Loops can be
connected with instrumented in-pile channels enable slow strain rate testing, 1CT or 2CT specimens
loading and electrically heated rods exposition. Reactor dosimetry including neutronic parameters
measurements and calculations and mock-up experiments are used. Water chemistry control involves gas
(O2, H2) dosing system, Orbisphere H2/O2 measurement, electrochemical potential (ECP) measurements
and specialised analytical chemistry laboratory.

For cladding corrosion studies in-pile channels with four electrically heated rods with heat flux up
to 100 W/cm2, void fraction 5 % at the outlet, inlet temperature 320 °C and flow velocity 3 m/s were
development and tested. For corrosion layer investigation there is eddy current measurements and PIE
techniques which use crud thickness measurement, chemical analyses of the crud, optical metalography,
hydrogen analysis, SEM and TEM.

1. Introduction

Main characteristics of LVR-15 research reactor and its irradiation facilities are presented. For
testing of cladding, internals and RPV materials specialised loop are used. There are now five high
pressure loops modelling PWR, VVER or BWR water environment and chemistry. Loops can be
connected with instrumented in-pile channels enable slow strain rate testing, 1CT or 2CT specimens
loading and electrically heated rods exposition. Reactor dosimetry including neutronic parameters
measurements and calculations and mock-up experiments are used. Water chemistry control involves gas
(O2, H2) dosing system, Orbisphere H2/O2 measurement, electrochemical potential (ECP) measurements
and specialised analytical chemistry laboratory.

For cladding corrosion studies in-pile channels with four electrically heated rods with heat flux up
to 100 W/cm2, void fraction 5 % at the outlet, inlet temperature 320 °C and flow velocity 3 m/s were
development and tested. For corrosion layer investigation there is eddy current measurements and PIE
techniques which use crud thickness measurement, chemical analyses of the crud, optical metalography,
hydrogen analysis, SEM and TEM.

2. Reactor LVR-15

The LVR-15 is a light-water moderated and cooled tank nuclear reactor with forced cooling. The
maximum reactor power is 10 MWth. The fuel type IRT-2M enriched to 80 % or 36 % and a combined
water-beryllium reflector are used. The reactor core is composed of IRT-2M type fuel assemblies made in
Russia with enrichment of 80 % 235U. This fuel has been changed for fuel with an enrichment of 36 % 235U.
The reactor core grid has a pitch of 71,5 mm and 80 cells. In the basic operation configuration, 28-34 cells
contain fuel elements, 2-4 of the fuel cells are dedicated to channels for experimental probes and 3-6 cells
in the reflector and core periphery are dedicated to vertical irradiation channels.

The reactor core is situated in the reactor vessel (outer diameter 2 300 mm, total height of the
vessel 6 235 mm), which is made of stainless steel, the internal parts of the reactor are made of an
aluminium alloy. The reactor has a forced circulation of the coolant. The generated heat is transported via
three cooling circuits to Vltava river.
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The primary circuit contains 5 main circulation pumps and 2 emergency pumps which provide the
circulation of the coolant through the reactor core and 2 heat exchanges. The emergency pumps are
connected with an emergency battery source and a diesel generator, which secure their operation when the
electrical network in the reactor site fails. The coolant flows through the core downwards, with the
maximum coolant temperature at the reactor output of 51 ° C. The nominal flow is 2 100 mVhour. The
coolant is light demineralised water.

3. Light Water Loops

At present five loops are used to perform tests in core. Parameters and type of water chemistry are
presented in Table 1.

3.1. RVS-3 Loop

The loop is designed for material and radioactivity transport investigation under PWR/VVER
conditions. The RVS-3 loop facility enables to perform irradiation experiments in wide range of
operational parameters limited by following maximum parameters: pressure 16,5 MPa, temperature 345 °
C, water flow rate 10 000 kg/hr.

Table 1 High pressure loop parametrs

Loop

RVS-3

BWR-1

BWR-2

ZINC

RVS-4

Water
chemistry

VVER/PW
R

BWR

BWR

PWR

VVER

Temper.
(°C)

345

300

300

320

322

Pressure
(MPa)

16,5

10

12

15,5

15,7

Flow
rate
(t/h)

3-10

2

8

0,8-1

2

The loop is a closed stainless piping system with usual technological auxiliary systems. The
experimental equipment of the loop consists of:

active (in-pile) channels situated in the reactor core for irradiation of materials samples;
out-of-pile test section; provides the same thermal-hydraulic parameters as in-pile channel;
electrically heated rod immitators for corrosion tests of fuel cladding materials (heat flux up to 100

W/cm2 in the core region of 560 mm);
loading facility for investigation of corrosion fatigue at low-cycle load and SSRT test;
filtration system equipped with mechanical and ion exchange filters;
make-up water system for water environment preparation and dosing into the loop system;
sampling system (including isokinetic) for water sampling from different points of the loop;
high-temperature sensors for water chemistry monitoring (conductivity, pH-r, ECP).

The RVS-3 loop can provide experimental services in wide area of interest, e.g.:

investigation of structural materials mechanical properties degradation and corrosion behaviour under
irradiation and PWR/VVER water chemistry and thermal-hydraulic conditions;

investigation of behaviour (corrosion, hydriding) of fuel cladding materials under influence of
irradiation, thermal flux and water chemistry conditions;
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investigation of radioactivity transport and behaviour under PWR/VVER conditions (e.g. influence of
water chemistry, pHx regime, zinc injection ammonia);

testing of high-temperature, high-pressure sensors for water chemistry monitoring.

3.2. BWR-1 Loop

The loop is designed for investigation of stucturals materials behaviour and radioactivity transport
under B WR conditions. The B WR-1 loop facility enables to perform irradiation experiments in wide range
of operational parameters limited by the following maximum parameters: pressure 10 MPa, temperature
300°C, water flow rate 2,000 kg/hr.

The loop is a closed stainless steel piping system usual technological auxiliary systems. Main
features of the loop from point of view of experimental utilisation are:

ion exchange purification system with flow rate 200 kg/hr (i.e. 10% of the primary flow);
oxygen and hydrogen gas dosing system for maintaining normal or hydrogen water chemistry;
active (in-pile) channels situated in the reactor core for irradiation of material samples;
sampling system (including isokinetic) for water sampling from different points of the loop;
on-line monitoring of dissolved gases O2/H2 concentration and specific conductivity.

The BWR-1 loop can be used for the following purposes:

investigation of materials mechanical properties degradation and corrosion behaviour under irradiation
and BWR water chemistry conditions;

investigation of radioactivity transport and behaviour under BWR conditions (e.g. hydrogen water
chemistry, zinc injection, etc.);

testing of high-temperature, high-pressure sensors for water chemistry monitoring.

3.3. BWR-2 Loop

The experimental water loop shall be used for the material research of BWR reactors under
conditions simulating the operation of BWR reactors (pressure, temperature, radiation, fluid analysis).

The loop consists of closed pressurized circuit with forced water circulation in the generation
channel Kl located inside the active core, test irradiation channel K2 located next to the LVR-15 reactor
core and in-out-of-pile channel K3 outside the neutron radiation field in the machine hall. In the K2
irradiation channel two 50 CT specimens provided with a notch and loaded with a cyclic stress of 151,7
kN in periods taking 28 to 32 hours are placed. During mechanical load the specimen is exposed to the
effects of neutron flux and water flow. Physical and chemical conditions of the specimen exposure in the
channel are close to operational conditions inside the boiling water reactors where the tested materials will
be used. During the experiment, the size of developing crack and its spreading is measured continuously.

The K3 reference channel where the two 50 CT specimens are located is connected to the loop.
The above specimens are exposed to the same mechanical load as the specimens inside the K.2 irradiation
channel. The above specimens, however, are not exposed to the effects of radioactive radiation and the
content of H2O2 is lower than in the K2 channel. The remaining physical and chemical parameters are the
same in both channels. By comparison of measured results of the specimens in both channels, the effect of
irradiation on the corrosion process and crack propagation can be evaluated.

The primary circuit of BWR-2 loop, two sampling lines for measuring H2O2 concentration and the
sampling point for measuring H2, O2 concentration are given schematicly in Fig. 1. The length of primary
circuit is about 95 m, the lengths of sampling lines: Line2- 16,2 m (the volume is about 3,25.10"4 m3 ),
Line3 - 16,1 m (the volume is about 3,05.10"4 m3). Flow rate in the loop is 8 t / hr and flow rate in the
sampling lines, when the sample is taking, about 1,67 .10"5 m3 Is.
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Fig. 1. Primary Circiut of BWR-2 Loop

3.4. Modelling of Water Radiolysis

The program for the calculations of water radiolysis product concentration [1] profiles under the
mixed g and fast neutron irradiation in NRI 0eQ experimental BWR-2 loop employs the reaction
mechanism of water radiolysis suggested by [2]. The Gj-values for fast neutrons and g -irradiation
recommended by these authors were also used. In addition, the catalytic decomposition on the stainless
steel tubing wall was incorporated into the model as well as the loop surface corrosion by the diluted
oxygen.

The hydrogen peroxide decomposition in the loop was considered both the hommogeneous and the
catalytic one. The values of kinetic constants for homogeneous and catalytic decomposition were obtained
by regression of the experimental data on the decomposition inside stainless steel tubes from [3]. The
value of kinetic constant which is necessary for the oxygen consumption due to the loop surface corrosion
modelling was estimated from O2 dosage frequency required in the BWR-2 loop. Radicals and molecules
productions were calculated by Gj-values and irradiation intensities in LWR-15 research reactor.

H2O2 behaviour in the loop and measuring of H2O2 concentration in the vinicity of the specimens
located in channel K2 is proved by experimental measuring of H2O2, H2 and O2 concentration and
comparison with calculations. Measured concentrations (under temperature 288°C with corrosion) were:
H2= 10-16 ppb, O2= 150-200 ppb, H2O2(Line2)= 10-16 ppb, H2O2(Line3)= 30-60 ppb. Calculated values
agreed well with experimental values (H2O2 concentration in the vinicity of the specimens is about 210-
240 ppb) (see Fig. 2).

3.5. ZINC Loop

This experimental facility is designed to be used in a programme of neutron irradiation testing to
investigate the effect of zinc addition on activity transport in PWRs. A series of in-pile loop experiments
will be carried out with different levels of zinc addition to obtain basic data on radioactive material
generation, migration and deposition within PWR. Two identical mini loops were manufactured , installed
and subsequently irradiated in the research reactor. Each loop will be dismantled on removal from the
reactor and parts will be examined in post-irradiation examination cells.
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Fig. 2. Concentration of Dissolved Hydrogen Peroxide along the Primary Circuit of BWR-2 Loop

The facility consists of an in-pile mini loop and out-of-pile water conditioning, injection, bleed and
analysis circuits. The in-pile rig comprises three regions which model main material and parameter
features of PWRs, as follows:

a heated in-core region consisting of small diameter Zircaloy tubing; the Zircaloy tubing is heated
externally via a liquid lead filled bath contained within an electrically heated capsule;

a cooled out-of-core region comprising Inconel MA 600 tubing; cooling is provided by a flow of
secondary water;

a section made up of stainless steel (SS) tubing.

The out-of-pile system is used for the loop feed and bleed to ensure representative PWR
conditions, water chemistry monitoring and other experiment and operational requirements, eg. the loop
pressure control. The feed and bleed flow is typically 100 cc/hr, ie. lxlO^1 of the main flow. The system
also serves for oxygen removal from make-up water and creating of specified hydrogen overpressure.

3.6. RVS-4 Loop

The loop is designed to perform an experimental programme focused on a study of corrosion
product radionuclides behaviour and radioactivity build-up at different VVER/PWR water chemistries. An
investigation of ammonia (low and high concentration level), hydrogen and hydrazine primary water
chemistry is considered. A study of Zircaloy cladding corrosion behaviour at these water chemistries is
another subject of the experimental programme.

The loop RVS-4 is closed stainless steel system which models main thermal-hydraulic, material
and irradiation conditions of VVER-1000 units. The integral high-pressure loop consists of following main
component and systems:

an in-pile rig consists of pressure channel with field tube for flow division inside the channel;
an in-pile test section comprises four electrically heated fuel rod immitators with designed heat flux up

to 60 W/cm2 in the core region of 560 mm; electrically heated rod with SS sheath is inserted into the
zirconium cladding tube;

primary circulation system comprising of the main circulation pump, primary piping and a primary
cooler;
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pressurizer and volume compensating system;
make-up water preparation and dosing system with continual feed and bleed of 100 cc/hr;
primary coolant sampling system.

4. In-Pile Channels

The special in-pile instrumented channels and irradiation rigs are used. The neutron irradiation of
specimens is performed in CHOUCA irradiation (see Fig.3). It enables full temperature control of
irradiated specimen. Basically, four types of specimens can be irradiated: tensile specimen, CT specimen,
round CTs and Charpy-V specimens. At present time, new irradiation rigs are operated for the irradiation
of 2T CTs and IT CTs. After preirradiation the specimen can be loaded to SSRT channel (see Fig.4) or
2CT (1CT) channel for constant or cyclic SCC tests (see Fig.5). For corrosion of fuel cladding material
under influence of irradiation, heat flux and water chemistry a channel with electrically heated rods is
operated (see Fig.6). Thermohydraulic parameters of test section of this channels are shown in Fig.7 which
involves inlet and outlet temperature, flow rate, surface temperature and void fraction. In presence of
subcooled boiling (about 10% of void fraction) a typical 'chimney' structure of corrosion product deposits
is developed on the zirconium cladding surfaces (see Fig.8).

5. Water Chemistry

Water chemistry control in all of the loop consists
in the following items: special make-up water preparation, water purification, O2 or H2 direct gas dosing
for both BWR and PWR chemistries, Orbisphere gases high pressure measurements and analytical
chemistry using top Dionex ion-chromatography.

Changes of oxygen and hydrogen concentration in the BWR-2 loop during reactor start up are
presented in Fig.9.

6. IN-CORE DOSIMETRY

The power and neutron group flux densities distribution in the core are calculated with the
NODER 4 groups diffusion code developed in the NRI. The macroscopic constants for this code are
prepared with the use of WIMSD4 and WIMSD4-M codes. The neutron spectrum is determined using the
DORT transport code. Monte-Carlo transport codes KENO and MCNP were also tried for these purposes.
The DORT code is also used for the determination of gamma field parameters.

Sets of self-powered neutron detectors situated near the irradiation channels of irradiation devices
are used for the neutron flux densities distribution along the reactor core height monitoring and for the
obtained neutron fluence determination and prediction. Sets of reactor calorimeters can be also used. Final
total fluences are determined after the and of irradiation with the use of sets of activation fluence monitors
situated inside the irradiation channels.

When a new type of irradiation experiment shall be carried out, or when the irradiation channel
position in the reactor core shall be completely different then those used during the preceeding
experiments, a mock up experiment is carried out. For this experiment a model of irradiation assembly is
produced and it contains an appropriate amount of activation monitors situated in the places of interest. In
this experiment the calculated neutron spectrum is verified, neutron flux densities distribution in the
irradiation assembly and relations to the outer self-powered neutron detectors signals are determined.
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Thremal-hydraulic parameters along the active channel
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Fig. 7 Distribution of thermal-hydraulic parameters along the active channel situated in the reactor core.
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Fig.8 An example of corrosion product on the zirconium cladding surface
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Fig.9 Concentration of 0 2 and H2 in the BWR-2 loop
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